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CASE STUDY – EnTele-Bundle- Monarch 

Monarch is a medical services company that provides innovative support to thousands 

of people with intellectual and developmental disabilities, mental illness, and substance 

abuse disorders.  Monarch operates a range of facilities including outpatient clinics, 

specialty care facilities, and group homes.  They employ hundreds over more than 100 

sites and serve all of North Carolina. 

As a service provider that relies on state and federal funding, they are saddled with 

strong record keeping requirements.   These include detailed coding and accounting 

for telecommunications expenditures.  Since Monarch operates group homes, they use 

both residential and commercial voice, video, and data service.   Monarch has little 

choice but to deal with many different carriers to bring service to all their sites.  Since 

some services are residential, consolidated billing is not an option with those providers.   

Their monthly challenge was to process over one hundred invoices each month while 

accurately coding them according to location and type of service.   Since their 

contracts allow for surprise and spot inspections, Monarch needed a reliable, 

accessible means of imaging and storing the invoices.  

 

EnTelegent Scans and Stores All 

of Monarch’s Monthly Carrier Bills 

 

Monarch chose EnTelegent as a telecommunications 

invoice processor as well as for 

Move/Add/Change/Delete support to keep up with 

ever changing site requirements. In addition, 

EnTelegent’s EnTele-Bundle service provides trouble and repair support for all underlying 

vendors and for all telecommunications services. This level of support frees up Monarch 

IT and site staff to focus on optimizing the client experience and improves mean time to 

repair and completion time for change orders.  Finally, EnTelegent audits Monarch’s 

invoices, recovers over-billings and recommends services changes to enhance 

functionality and reduce cost. EnTelegent also provides network services to Monarch to 

further optimize costs. 

EnTelegent now receives Monarch’s invoices and manages their processing.   

EnTelegent receives, codes, approves, and pays the bills.   In addition, EnTelegent scans 

and images every bill each month.  Those images are stored in an online portal that 

allows Monarch to view, sort, search, and download one or all bills.   Additionally, 
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EnTelegent codes every bill and remits to Monarch a GL-coded charge file that is used 

to allocate and assign costs within the organization.  EnTelegent then pays the bills, and 

submits to Monarch a summarized, single invoice that covers the month.    

EnTelegent is an innovative leader in the Managed Solutions Provider space.  We 

deliver a variety of products and services to fill a unique niche in the marketplace.    


